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Broadway Parish Environment Warden
Welcome to the latest edition of the Environment newsletter.
Great news! The revitalization of Varden’s Pond, although not yet complete, has already begun to show improvements
for our local wildlife. It has long been recognized that the pond needed clearing out to allow Nature to reassert herself
following a period of heavy growth, and the work carried so far has improved the oxygenation and allowed previously
swamped plants to rejuvenate. The really good news is that, for the first time in at least four years, we have a
tadpole population again. The picture above shows a myriad of frog tadpoles busily feeding and preparing for their
transformation into froglets.
The work of Councilors Brian Twigg, James Champion & the Environment Warden, Tom Dixon, is now paying
dividends. The work is not over yet,
however, as we still need to remove some
silt and a ‘raft’ of weed on the bank
opposite the road. This will be done
around September once the frogs have
left the pond and before hibernation
begins. It isn’t only frogs that have
benefited; the insect world has
repopulated the pond too. The number of
water beetles, pond skaters and the
spectacular damselflies is higher than
ever before.

Pondering what to do…
So what will happen once the clearing is completed?
We are still considering placing a ‘permeable damn’ of boulders near the inlet – this will provide a barrier to the silt being
washed down the rhyne as well as a different & diverse habitat for plant & insect life to begin to colonise.
Also under consideration is the reintroduction of an island in the centre of the pond to provide safe nesting for birds as well
as yet another kind of habitat for aquatic flora & fauna. This will be decided at a future Parish Council Meeting .
The next step will be to research, select, purchase & plant a number of native species that are not to invasive (to facilitate
easier maintenance) & attractive to insects, birds, reptiles & small mammals. A list of selected plants will be posted in the
next newsletter.
Finally a notice board/information board will be erected to keep visitors informed of what can be seen in the newly
revitalized pond.
This will obviously take a lot of time & effort – any help you can give with time/physical help or donations of plants from
the list provided would be gratefully received.
To illustrate this resurgence in wildlife, I have selected a few photographs.
The picture below shows two blue-tailed damselflies doing what nature intended - shortly after I took this picture they flew
onto a water lily leaf and the female (the lower of the two) began laying eggs by curling her tail below the water and, safely
depositing the eggs on the underside of the leaf. This means we should see increased activity when the hatch and their
nymphs start feeding on the bottom of the pond.
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Another type of damselfly, this time a red-eye damselfly, was also seen in large numbers.

Spiders are equally numerous around the margins. I found this fierce looking variant of the nursery web spider
waiting patiently for lunch to pass by.
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Other Wildlife Matters
Birds:
As I type this, our summer visitors – particularly the swallows, swifts and martins - are filling the sky with their aerobatic
displays and burbling or screaming voices. The robins, blackbirds, starlings et al are also in full song and busy nesting and
raising their chicks.
It is a time for humans to play their part in the survival of all of these delightful species. Please do not cut back trees and
shrubs where birds may be nesting – check carefully first. I have already seen a wood pigeon nest destroyed by the tree they
were in being pruned. Fortunately, they were in the process of building their nest and so no chicks have been harmed…a
couple of weeks later however and they would. House martins are also building nests in eaves and old buildings – yes, I
accept that the droppings are unsightly but take it from my personal experience, the joy their song and their seeing chicks
grow and fledge is more than worth the few minutes it takes to clear up after them. We share our world with these creatures
and it is beholden upon us to assist in their survival and to ensure they flourish – please help them where and whenever you
can. It is also worth bearing in mind that it is against the law to destroy an occupied nest, regardless of the species and how
rare it may be.
Insects:
While many insects are flourishing, the bee populations have been adversely affected by loss of habitat and disease. Many of
the bees we see in and around the village are not part of a hive. They are solitary and cuckoo bees that nest in small holes
and look after just one offspring. We can all help by planting flowers to attract and nourish them or provide homes for the
solitary varieties (these are easily made at home or bought from Somerset Trust or the RSPB etc. a Google search for ‘bee
hotel’ will reveal all).

Reptiles:
Our area is blessed by a healthy population of the legless lizard (not an indication of alcohol intake) better known as the
slowworm, although they are considered an endangered species in many parts of the county and country. As they are cold
blooded, they bask in the sun to warm up and it during this part of their day when we are most likely to see them. With
various activities in the village, they have had to move away from their normal habitat and, more and more, are appearing in
gardens. Please check old woodpiles and similar, particularly if you intend moving or burning them – they could contain
nests or refuges for these delightful (to some) reptiles. I have even had two of them basking on my lawn, so I delayed
mowing until they’d moved back undercover. Woodpiles and compost heaps are often homes for other creatures too so,
again, please think before taking any action.

